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I. Choose the correct answer:                       [10 x 1 = 10]           

1. Functions defined inside a class: 

(a) Functions   (b) Module   (c) Methods    (d) section 

2. Which of the following method is automatically executed when an object is created? 

(a) __object__( )   (b) __del__( )   (c) __func__( )   (d) __init__( ) 

3. The process of creating an object is called as: 

(a) Constructor   (b) Destructor   (c) Initialize    (d) Instantiation 

4. Class members are accessed through which operator? 

(a) &     (b) .   (c) #     (d) % 

5. Which of the following is the private class variable? 

(a) __num    (b) ##num   (c) $$num    (d) &&num 

6. Which of the following class declaration is correct? 

(a) class class_name  (b) class class_name<> (c) class class_name:   (d) class class_name[ ] 

7. A table is known as 

(a) tuple    (b) attribute   (c) relation    (d)entity 

8. Which of the following is an RDBMS? 

(a) Dbase    (b) Foxpro   (c) Microsoft Access   (d) SQLite 

9. A tuple is also known as 

(a) table    (b) row    (c) attribute    (d) field 

10. What is the acronym of DBMS? 

(a) DataBase Management Symbol    (b) Database Managing System 

(c) DataBase Management System    (d) DataBasic Management System 

 

 



II. Answer any five of the following questions:                             [5 x 2 = 10]           

11. What is class? 

12. What is instantiation? 

13. What is the output of the following program? 

class Sample: 

__num=10 

def disp(self): 

print(self.__num) 

S=Sample() 

S.disp() 

14. How will you create constructor in Python? 

15. Mention few examples of a database. 

16. What is data consistency? 

17. List some examples of RDBMS. 

 

III. Answer any three of the following questions:                             [3 x 5 = 15] 

18. Write a program to calculate area and circumference of a circle. 

19. Write a class with two private class variables and print the sum using a method 

20. Write a program to accept a string and print the number of uppercase, lowercase, vowels, consonants and spaces in the 

given string 

21. Explain the components of DBMS.. 

22. Explain the characteristics of DBMS. 
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